Antibiotic resistance: genetic mechanisms and mobility.
Based on the current knowledge, resistance genes seems mainly to originate in the organisms which produce antibiotics (Davies 1994). We lack considerably in the understanding of how these genes were transferred to pathogenic bacteria, and due to the enormous diversity of e.g. the soil flora, it is doubtful that we will ever obtain more that a faint picture of this. In Gram negative bacteria, more and more resistance genes are demonstrated to be located in integrons (e.g. beta-lactamase and streptomycin resistance genes in Salmonella Typhimurium DT104 (Sandvang et al. in press)). Integrons seem primarily to act as insertion sites for resistance genes. The origin of integrons as well as the resistance gene cassettes that are the other essential element of this system, is largely unknown (Hall & Collis 1995). Integrons can be located in the chromosome, in transposons, which have the ability to copy them themselves to other DNA molecules, or on plasmids. The emergence of resistant bacteria normally happens because of selection for a resistant clone of bacteria. Several mechanisms, however, exists by which the resistance genes can be transferred from one bacteria to another. Conjugation, mediated by plasmids or conjugative transposons, is currently the most well established of these mechanisms. Still, however, the selection pressure created by the use of antibiotics determines whether bacteria that have newly acquired a resistance gene expand to dominate in the population or remains a blink in history.